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Abstrat
We exploit the analogy between dynamis of inertial partile pair separation in a random-in-time
ow and the Anderson model of a quantum partile on the line in a spatially random real-valued
potential. Thereby we get an exat formula for the Lyapunov exponent of pair separation in a speial
ase, and we are able to generalize the lass of solvable models slightly, for potentials that are real up
to a global omplex multiplier. A further important result for inertial partile behavior, supported
by analytial omputations in some ases and by numeris more generally, is that of the deay of
the Lyapunov exponent with large Stokes number (quotient of partile relaxation and ow turn-over
time-sales) as St
−2/3
.
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1 Introdution
We propose in this paper to study evolution of inertial partile pair separation in a smooth random
ow. The dynamis of pair separation, through a very simple hange of variables, is equivalent to
the Anderson loalization problem [6℄ of a quantum partile in one-dimensional spae with random
potential, with the twist that the potential is not neessarily a real-valued funtion. This analogy
permits us to alulate expliitly, in ertain situations, the Lyapunov exponent of inertial partile
pair separation. In our slightly generalized Anderson problem with omplex potential, we nd some
additional ases when the Lyapunov exponent may be omputed analytially. The artile treats
the topi from the viewpoint of inertial partiles, but some results ould also be interesting for the
Anderson loalization problem.
Understanding the behavior of inertial partiles, and more speially aerosols (tiny liquid or solid
partiles in a gas), has several important appliations. For example rain formation inside louds
depends on ollisions of water droplets [3℄, and a better understanding of this proess is needed
for reliable weather foreasts. We may also mention internal ombustion engines (oil droplets, oal
powder) where knowledge of partile behavior helps to optimize design. Sine we will mostly study
here the two dimensional situation, let us also mention the problem of partiles oating on the free
surfae of a liquid, suh as the surfae of the oean [10℄.
The Lyapunov exponent of partile separation is one of the most fundamental quantities desribing
relative motion of lose-by partiles. Finer details require knowledge of the distribution of nite-time
Lyapunov exponents, whih would permit to predit suh things as ollision rate of partiles [2℄, to
give an example. This paper is a rst step in this diretion.
Let us outline the plan of the paper. First we give a presentation of the smooth Kraihnan ow
in whih our partiles shall evolve. We then desribe dynamis of inertial partiles and in partiular
of pair separation, whih we redue to a two-dimensional problem. After that we treat the speial
ase of genuinely 2D ows. Later we exhibit some additional solvable ases whih generalize that
of the lassial Anderson model. We then ome to results of numerial simulations that sustain our
ndings and nally disuss inexatness of Piterbarg's formula in [10℄ as ompared with numeris.
This paper also gives a review of the topi from the point of view of inertial partiles, so that
results already known are rederived within this framework and with our notations, thus serving
possibly as referene for further investigation in this diretion. Eort was made to give detailed and
lear alulations.
The author would like to thank Krzysztof Gawdzki for sharing his ideas on the problem and
pointing out the relationship with the Anderson model. Lot of redit goes to Alexander Fouxon, who
ollaborated in this work, details of whih are to appear in a ommon paper [5℄; this ollaboration
was made possible thanks to the European Network: Fluid mehanial stirring and mixing: the
Lagrangian approah. The author is grateful to Angelo Vulpiani who oered the postdo position
and grant (funded by COFIN 2003: Statistial desription of omplex systems and systems with
many eletrons) while this work was prepared at the TNT group at the Physis Department of the
Università di Roma La Sapienza.
2 Smooth Kraihnan veloity eld
2.1 The strain matrix
We onsider a smooth Kraihnan veloity eld. At small sale it may be linearized so that veloity
inrements behave like
~U(~R+ ~r, t)− ~U(~R, t) = (~r.~∇~R)~U(~R, t) = rj∂jUi(~R, t)~ei
(~ei are unit vetors of the hosen basis. Also note the onvention that we use upperase R,U for
absolute position and speed while later we will use lowerase r, v for the relative position and speed
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of two partiles.) It is onvenient to introdue the veloity gradient matrix, also alled strain matrix:
σij(~R, t) ≡ ∂jUi(~R, t) (1)
in order to write
~U(~R+ ~r, t)− ~U(~R, t) = σ(~R, t)~r.
2.2 Strain matrix orrelation tensor
In the Kraihnan model the veloity eld U is a Gaussian, white-in-time vetor eld, also alled
Brownian vetor eld. We suppose σ(~R, t) to be a mean zero proess (for all ~R, t), so that it is
ompletely determined by its seond moment 〈σ(~R, t)⊗ σ(~R′, t′)〉, whih is proportional to δ(t− t′),
beause of the white-in-time hypothesis.
What will be important for us in traking partile pair separation is the statistis of the strain
matrix along the trajetory of the referene partile, as an be seen from (16). Suppose that the
referene partile follows the trajetory
~R(t), whih we shall always suppose ontinuous. Then dene
σ(t) = σ(~R(t), t) (2)
Sine the matrix eld σ is entered Gaussian delta-orrelated in time, the same will hold for σ(t).
Thus it is enough to know the equal-time two-point funtion of σ(t) to ompletely haraterize it. In
fat we have
〈σ(t)⊗ σ(t′)〉 = 〈σ(~R(t), t) ⊗ σ(~R(t′), t′)〉
= 〈σ(~R(t), t) ⊗ σ(~R(t), t′)〉 (3)
where the rst equality follows from the denition (2) of σ(t), and the seond equality holds beause
the orrelator on its left hand side being proportional to δ(t − t′), one may replae ~R(t′) by ~R(t),
sine we suppose
~R(t) ontinuous in t and we suppose the two-point orrelator of the eld σ to be
ontinuous in the spatial variable.
Let us now introdue the equal-time equal-position orrelation tensor Cik,jl of the eld σ, whih
may be dened through the equality
〈σik(~R, t)σjl(~R, t′)〉 = δ(t − t′)Cik,jl (4)
Sine we suppose the statistis of the eld σ homogeneous in spae and time, Cik,jl is a onstant
independent of position and time. In Set. 2.6 we point out that for the veloity eld
~U it is enough
to have spatially homogeneous inrements, without
~U itself being spatially homogeneous, for σ to be
homogeneous in the position variable.
Combining (3) and (4) we have
〈σik(t)σjl(t′)〉 = δ(t − t′)Cik,jl (5)
In the setup of the Kraihnan model, where σ(t) is Gaussian white noise in time, it is often better
to introdue and use
dS = σ(t)dt (6)
and then we an talk about the ovariane (better alled ovariane proess in the mathematial
literature) of dS and write the more orret
〈dSik,dSjl〉 = Cik,jl dt
The ovariane of σ(t) may be derived from the veloity two-point funtion 〈Ui(~R, t)Uj(~R′, t′)〉 as
〈σik(~R, t)σjl(~R, t′)〉 = 〈(∂kUi(~R, t))(∂lUj(~R, t′))〉 (7)
= ∂Rk∂R′l〈Ui(~R, t)Uj(~R
′, t′)〉|~R′=~R (8)
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2.3 Translation invariane
Supposing spatial homogeneity of the veloity statistis, whih may be expressed as
〈Ui(~R, t)Uj(~R′, t′)〉 = δ(t− t′)Dij(~R− ~R′)
for some tensor-valued funtion D, permits to further write (8) as
〈σik(~R, t)σjl(~R, t′)〉 = −δ(t− t′)(∂k∂lDij)(~0)
whih in partiular, upon substitution into (4), leads to the relationship
Cik,jl = −(∂k∂lDij)(~0) (9)
We thus arrive at the important onlusion that if the statistis of the veloity eld
~U is spatially
homogeneous, then Cik,jl is symmetri under exhange of k with l, or equivalently of i with j, sine
the symmetry under simultaneous exhange of both pairs is granted by the denition (4).
Note however that one an imagine ows where, at least in some bounded region of spae, statistis
of σ is homogeneous but that of the veloity eld ~U is not. For example a uniformly expanding ow
is like that. To give examples of suh a ow, one an imagine either the surfae ow of some liquid
with adequate up- and down-welling in some region, or the surfae of a bubble whih grows and
shrinks in time (but that is a urved surfae, and we do not pretend to treat that situation in this
paper), or perhaps a at lm whose boundary is attahed to a growing and shrinking ring.
2.4 Isotropy
Coming bak to the ase when the veloity eld is spatially homogeneous, if furthermore we sup-
pose it isotropi and not breaking parity symmetry (dened here as orthogonal transformations of
determinant −1), we have the seond-order development for D (the veloity eld is smooth!)
Dij(~r) ≈ D0δij −D1[(d+ 1− 2℘)δijr2 + 2(℘d− 1)rirj ] + o(r2)
where ℘ is the ompressibility degree [4℄ of the ow and D1 is a dimensional onstant of dimension
time
−1
. Hene, from (9)
Cik,jl = −(∂k∂lDij)(~0) = 2D1[(d+ 1− 2℘)δijδkl + (℘d− 1)(δikδjl + δilδjk)]
2.5 Diagonalization, positivity
As a side note, it is interesting to see that Cik,jl is indeed a positive matrix, and if we wanted to
generate σ from independent white noises, it would be useful also to be able to diagonalize Cik,jl.
We start with the latter, and riteria for positivity will be obvious then.
Consider Cik,jl as the matrix of a linear transformation ating on d× d matries by
σjl 7→ σik = Cik,jlσjl (10)
We identify three terms in Cik,jl, namely δijδkl, δikδjl and δilδjk. The rst one is learly the identity,
whih we shall onveniently denote Id. The seond ats as M 7→ (trM)1d, (where 1d is the d × d
identity matrix, that is diagd(1, . . . , 1)) and we shall all it Tr. The third ats as transposition and
we will all it Tp.
From this it is lear that the three operators Id, Tr and Tp ommute mutually and thus may be
diagonalized in a ommon basis. It is also straightforward to nd this basis: use as eigenspaes the
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spae `asym' of anti-symmetri matries, the spae `sym0' of symmetri traeless matries, and `scal'
of salar matries. We have the following eigenvalue struture:
Id Tr Tp Cik,jl
asym 1 0 −1 2D1(d+ 2)(1 − ℘)
sym0 1 0 1 2D1[(d− 2)(℘+ 1) + 2]
scal 1 d 1 2D1℘(d+ 2)(d − 1)
For Cik,jl to be positive on eah eigenspae we get thus, supposing d ≥ 2 and D1 > 0, the
neessary and suient ondition 0 ≤ ℘ ≤ 1.
Sine the orrelation matrix Cik,jl is symmetri, it an be diagonalized in a basis whih is or-
thonormal with respet to the salar produt indued by the identity matrix, whih here means
δijδkl (see that this tensor is equal to 1 exatly when the ordered pairs (i, k) and (j, l) oinide, and
equal to 0 otherwise), and this salar produt is simply the sum of produts of orresponding matrix
elements, formally given by (σ, σ′) = σikσ′ik. In order to generate a (vetor-valued) Gaussian random
variable with ovariane matrix Cik,jl, it is enough to multiply eah element (an eigenvetor) of a
given orthonormal diagonalizing basis of Cik,jl by the square-root of the orresponding eigenvalue
and by an independent (for eah basis element) standard normal random variable.
In the ase of d = 2 dimensions, we an hoose the following orthonormal diagonalizing basis:
asym sym0 scal
1√
2
(
0 1
−1 0
)
1√
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
1√
2
(
0 1
1 0
)
1√
2
(
1 0
0 1
)
(11)
In the ase of d = 3 dimensions, we an hoose the following orthonormal diagonalizing basis:
asym sym0 scal
1√
2

 0 1 0−1 0 0
0 0 0

 1√
2

0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0

 1√
2

0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0

 1√
3

1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1


1√
2

 0 0 10 0 0
−1 0 0

 1√
2

0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0

 1√
2

1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0


1√
2

0 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0

 1√
6

1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −2


2.6 The 2D ase with broken symmetries
It is interesting to study more in detail the ase of two-dimensional ows where the veloity eld's
statistis' translation invariane or parity invariane or both are not assumed. We will however still
assume isotropy.
As mentioned in Set. 2.3, translation invariane is broken if we don't have the symmetry of Cik,jl
under exhange of k with l, or equivalently of i with j. This allows us to have dierent oeients
for δikδjl and δilδjk in Cik,jl.
Not supposing parity invariane allows for introdution of an additional term in Cik,jl, whih an
be written as ǫikδjl+ ǫjlδik (reall that simultaneous exhange of i with j and of k with l has to leave
Cik,jl invariant). Other expressions of the kind (one ǫ and one δ) give either a zero tensor or the
same one (up to a possible sign hange). In partiular (see next paragraph for idea of simple proof)
ǫikδjl + ǫjlδik = ǫilδjk + ǫjkδil
6
so that this term does not lead to breaking spatial homogeneity of the veloity eld. Expressions
with two ǫ an be expressed with δs only.
The ovariane matrix Cik,jl is ompletely haraterized by its ation as dened in (10), and this
ation is linear. In partiular it an be expressed as a matrix in the basis of 2 × 2 matries of (11).
For onveniene, we order the basis elements as follows: the rst two are those in sym0 , the third is
of asym and the fourth is that of scal. Then we have the following ations:
δijδkl δikδjl δilδjk ǫikδjl + ǫjlδik


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1




0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
0 0 2 0


This representation is onvenient also for nding identities between dierent expressions. For example
we have the ation
ǫikǫjl :


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0


from whih we see that
ǫikǫjl = δijδkl − δilδjk (12)
Our next task is to nd out when is Cik,jl, onstruted from the above four tensors, a positive
matrix. For this, we see rst that in general (for generi oeients a, b, c, d ∈ R) we have the ation
aδijδkl + bδikδjl + cδilδjk + d(ǫikδjl + ǫjlδik) :


a+ c 0 0 0
0 a+ c 0 0
0 0 a− c 2d
0 0 2d a+ 2b+ c


The neessary and suient ondition for Cik,jl to be positive is that all eigenvalues of the above
matrix are positive. These eigenvalues are readily found to be
a+ c (twie), a+ b±
√
(b+ c)2 + 4d2
The term under the square-root is always positive, and sine the square-root itself is dened to be
positive, it is enough to retain the two riteria
a+ c ≥ 0 (13)
a+ b−
√
(b+ c)2 + 4d2 ≥ 0 (14)
as neessary and suient for Cik,jl to be positive.
3 Inertial partiles in the linearized ow
3.1 Basi equation
Let us turn to the inertial partiles. An inertial partile is one whose veloity does not neessarily
oinide with the speed of the uid ow surrounding the partile. Instead its veloity relaxes to the
latter by visous frition, at an exponential rate whose time oeient is the Stokes time, whih we
shall denote τ .
It is not ompletely lear what equation to use to desribe inertial partiles. The work of Maxey
and Riley [7℄ is often ited and ad ho simpliations of their formula are made. Also the fat that
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desribing partile separation is a dierent matter from desribing single-partile motion is mostly
negleted. Here we shall admit that for very heavy partiles (the ase of aerosols) the following
equation is a good approximation both for partile movement and for extrating from it the equation
on partile separation. Formally, we thus take a system where inertial partile evolution is desribed
by the very simple equation:
d~R
dt
= ~V ,
d~V
dt
= −1
τ
(~V − ~U(~R, t)) (15)
Remark that, in the ase of the Kraihnan model, (15) is in fat a stohasti dierential equation
(an SDE; see Set. 3.4 for a justiation of why (15) is an SDE: the idea is illustrated on (16)), so in
priniple we should also speify what interpretation (It	o , Stratonovih, et.) we take, but arguments
of Set. 3.5 apply here too to show that the partiular interpretation onvention doesn't matter.
Eq. (15) gives for the innitesimal separation ~r and relative veloity ~v of two (innitesimally
separated) partiles:
d~r
dt
= ~v,
d~v
dt
= −1
τ
(~v − σ(t)~r) (16)
where σ(t) is as dened in (2), and in partiular depends on the trajetory ~R(t) of the referene
partile, so that in priniple (16) is not autonomous and should be oupled to (15). But for the
purpose of alulating statistial averages of the partile separation it is quite enough to know just
the distribution of the proess σ(t). As was already disussed in Set. 2.2, in the ase of a Kraihnan
veloity eld the proess σ(t) is entered Gaussian white noise with two-point funtion given by (5),
and this is all that we need to know. One again, for the Kraihnan veloity eld, (16) is an SDE,
and again interpretation onvention doesn't matter, as developed in Set. 3.4 and 3.5.
3.2 Anderson loalization form
The two rst-order dierential equations of (16) an be ombined to one seond-order on ~r
d2~r
dt2
= −1
τ
d~r
dt
+
σ
τ
~r
or, introduing
~ψ(t) = et/2τ ~r to eliminate the rst-order term:
d2 ~ψ
dt2
=
(
1
4τ2
+
σ
τ
)
~ψ
Introdue
E = −1/4τ2 (energy), V = σ/τ (matrix white-noise potential), (17)
onsider t to be position rather than time, and we have the Shrödinger eigenvalue equation assoiated
to the Anderson loalization problem (though the wave funtion
~ψ takes values in Rd not simply in
R, and the potential V is aordingly matrix valued, not simply real):
−d
2 ~ψ
dt2
+ V ~ψ = E ~ψ (18)
This analogy between the system (16) and the Anderson model is hinted at (and used) in [9℄.
In the one-dimensional ase (our d = 1), the Lyapunov exponent assoiated to the growth-rate of
|~ψ| (more exatly of
√
~ψ2 + ~ψ′2) is known (f. Set. 3.9), but generally not in the multi-dimensional
ase.
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3.3 Analytial form
The equation of evolution may also be written for matries R and V instead of partile separations
~r and ~v:
dR
dt
= V, dV
dt
= −1
τ
(V − σ(t)R)
where every orresponding olumn of R and V orrespond to a ouple ~r and ~v, evolving in the same
veloity eld but independently of the other olumns.
It is straightforward to see that the matrix Z˜ = VR−1 veries the rst-order equation
dZ˜
dt
= −Z˜2 − 1
τ
Z˜ + σ
τ
sine for any matrix-valued funtion dR−1 = −R−1(dR)R−1. We may also introdue Z = Z˜ +1/2τ
and write
dZ
dt
= −Z2 + 1
4τ2
+
σ
τ
3.4 Passing to an SDE
Sine σ(t) is a nite-dimensional Gaussian proess, it may be represented as linear ombinations
of a nite number (at most d2) of independent white noises. Denoting the latter by dw (with
〈dwi,dwj〉 = δijdt) learly we may write, for some (not neessarily square) matrix B(~r)
τ−1σ(t)~r = B(~r) dw/dt
or equivalently
τ−1dS~r = B(~r) dw (19)
With this in mind, we may write the blok-matrix form equation
d
(
~r
~v
)
=
(
~v
− 1τ ~v
)
dt+
(
0
B(~r)
)
dw (20)
The merit of this formulation is that we immediately see that we have a stohasti dierential
equation.
3.5 Whatever onvention (It	o et.)
Furthermore it doesn't matter what onvention (It	o , et.) we use to interpret (20), as we shall now
show. Indeed, write the generi equation
d ~X = ~Adt+Mdw (21)
where
~A and B depend on ~X . Then from passing from It	o to Stratonovih onvention, we have the
additional term
1
2 〈(((Mdw).~∇)M)dw〉, easier to develop in oordinate notation:
1
2
〈Mijdwj(∂iMkl)dwl〉 = 1
2
(Mij∂iMkl)〈dwjdwl〉 = 1
2
Mij∂iMkj dt
sine 〈dwjdwl〉 = δjldt. It is easy to hek that in our ase the above is 0 sineMij∂i will only involve
derivatives with respet to ~v whereas Mkj depends only on ~r.
The same reasoning as above applies to single-partile motion desribed by (15). It is then
interesting to note that the τ → 0 limit may be taken and we thus get a unique onvention both
for the passive traer partile and the separation of suh partiles, whih an be seen to be the It	o
onvention (f. Appendix B). In other words, in a Kraihnan ow a passive traer that is the τ → 0
limit of an inertial partile is solution of the advetion SDE with It	o onvention.
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3.6 The Markov proess generated by the SDE
Now let us look at the Markov proess generated by an SDE of form (21). We may write the
probability density funtion of
~X as P (~x) = 〈δ( ~X − ~x)〉, and use the It	o formula
df( ~X) = dXi(∂if)( ~X) +
1
2
〈dXidXj〉(∂i∂j)f( ~X)
to obtain
dP (~x) = d〈δ( ~X − ~x)〉 = 〈dδ( ~X − ~x)〉
= −Ai∂xi〈δ( ~X − ~x)〉+
1
2
〈MikdwkMjldwl〉∂xi∂xj 〈δ( ~X − ~x)〉
=
[
−Ai(∂iP )(~x) + 1
2
MikMjk(∂i∂jP )(~x)
]
dt
sine 〈dwkdwl〉 = δkldt. Thus for the Markov proess generated by the SDE (21) it is not M and w
itself that are important, but only MikMjk, in other words MM
T
, so that (21) may be replaed by
the eetive equation
d ~X = ~Adt+ M˜dw˜ (22)
for some driving noise dw˜, not neessarily of the same dimension as dw, with 〈dw˜idw˜j〉 = δijdt. Note
how this xes only the number of rows of M˜ (to be the same as the dimension of ~X), but not the
number of its olumns.
3.7 Reduing the dimension of the driving noise
Applying the general onsiderations of the preeding setion to our ase, with the partiular form
(20) of (21), i.e. having
~X =
(
~r
~v
)
~A =
(
~v
− 1τ ~v
)
M =
(
0
B(~r)
)
we have
MMT =
(
0 0
0 B(~r)BT (~r)
)
and using formula (19) for B(~r) we get
(BBT )ij(~r) = Bik(~r)Bjk(~r) = 〈BikdwkBjldwl〉/dt = 〈dSikrkdSjlrl〉/dt (23)
= τ−2Cik,jlrkrl =
2D1
τ2
[(d+ 1− 2℘)r2δij + 2(℘d− 1)rirj] (24)
We may hoose any other B˜(~r) with real oeients giving the same result, i.e. suh that:
B˜ik(~r)B˜jk(~r) = Bik(~r)Bjk(~r) = τ
−2Cik,jlrkrl (25)
and use it in (22) by posing
M˜ =
(
0
B˜(~r)
)
Notie that for any orthogonal basis formed of ~r and d−1 other vetors of length r, whose matrix
we shall denote R (i.e. the olumns of R are the vetors of the basis), we have
BBT =
2D1
τ2
[(d + 1− 2℘)RRT + 2(℘d − 1)(R~e1)(R~e1)T ]
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sine RRT = r2 diagd(1, . . . , 1) and ~r = R~e1; then note ~e1~e
T
1 = diagd(1, 0, . . . , 0) and get
BBT =
2D1
τ2
R diagd((2℘+ 1)(d − 1), d + 1− 2℘, . . . , d+ 1− 2℘)RT
(note d+ 1− 2℘+ 2(℘d− 1) = (2℘+ 1)(d − 1)) so that in partiular we may take
B˜ = R diagd(
√
βL,
√
βN , . . . ,
√
βN ) (26)
where we have introdued
βL = 2τ
−2D1(2℘+ 1)(d− 1) βN = 2τ−2D1(d+ 1− 2℘) (27)
The eetive SDE we obtain for (20) is driven by a d-dimensional white-noise dw˜ instead of the
d2-dimensional white-noise dw, and is written
d
(
~r
~v
)
=
(
~v
− 1τ ~v
)
dt+
(
0
B˜(~r)
)
dw˜ (28)
3.8 An even stronger redution
Due to symmetries of the problem, a losed evolution equation may be written on the magnitudes
and relative angle of partile separation ~r and relative speed ~v. Let us begin by introduing the
quantities
X = ~v.~r Y = ~r.~r Z = ~v.~v (29)
These verify the evolution equations (note that throughout we use It	o onvention to interpret the
SDEs below)
dX = d~v.~r + ~v.d~r = [−1
τ
~v.~r + ~v.~v]dt+
1
τ
~r.(dS~r)
dY = 2~r.d~r = 2~r.~vdt
dZ = 2~v.d~v + 〈d~vi,d~vi〉 = [−2
τ
~v.~v +
2D1
τ2
(d+ 2)(d − 1)~r.~r]dt+ 2
τ
~v.(dS~r)
where in the last line we used
〈dvi,dvi〉 = 〈dSikrk,dSilrl〉 = 〈dSik,dSil〉rkrl
= Cik,il dt rkrl = 2D1[(d+ 1− 2℘)d+ 2(℘d− 1)] (~r.~r) dt
= 2D1(d+ 2)(d − 1)Y dt
It is onvenient to introdue the new noises dη1, dη2 dened by dη1 = ~r.(dS~r) and dη2 = ~v.(dS~r).
We only need to know their orrelations:
〈dη1,dη1〉 = 〈dSikrirk,dSjlrjrl〉 = 〈dSik,dSjl〉rirkrjrl
= Cik,jl dt rirkrjrl = 2D1(2℘+ 1)(d− 1) (~r.~r)2 dt
In the same manner
〈dη2,dη2〉 = 〈dSikvirk,dSjlvjrl〉 = Cik,jl dt virkvjrl
= 2D1[(d+ 1− 2℘)(~r.~r)(~v.~v) + 2(℘d− 1)(~v.~r)2] dt
and
〈dη1,dη2〉 = 〈dSikrirk,dSjlvjrl〉 = Cik,jl dt rirkvjrl
= 2D1(2℘+ 1)(d− 1) (~v.~r)(~r.~r) dt
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To sum it up
dX = [−1
τ
X + Z]dt+
1
τ
dη1
dY = 2Xdt
dZ = [−2
τ
Z +
2D1
τ2
(d+ 2)(d− 1)Y ]dt+ 2
τ
dη2
with
〈dη1,dη1〉 = 2D1(2℘+ 1)(d − 1)Y 2 dt
〈dη2,dη2〉 = 2D1[(d + 1− 2℘)Y Z + 2(℘d− 1)X2] dt
〈dη1,dη2〉 = 2D1(2℘+ 1)(d − 1)XY dt
We an now go on by introduing
A = X/Y B = Z/Y (30)
Then
dA = d
X
Y
=
1
Y
dX − X
Y 2
dY = (−1
τ
A− 2A2 +B)dt+ 1
τ
dγ1
dB = d
Z
Y
=
1
Y
dZ − Z
Y 2
dY = [−2
τ
B − 2AB + 2D1
τ2
(d+ 2)(d− 1)]dt+ 2
τ
dγ2
with dγ1 = Y
−1dη1 and dγ2 = Y −1dγ2, so that
〈dγ1,dγ1〉 = 2D1(2℘+ 1)(d − 1) dt
〈dγ2,dγ2〉 = 2D1[(d + 1− 2℘)B + 2(℘d − 1)A2] dt
〈dγ1,dγ2〉 = 2D1(2℘+ 1)(d − 1)Adt
Introdue C = B −A2. Then
dC = dB − 2AdA− 〈dA,dA〉 = [−2
τ
C − 4AC + 2D1
τ2
(d− 1)(d+ 1− 2℘)] dt+ 2
τ
dγ3
where we have introdued dγ3 = dγ2 −Adγ1. We have
〈dγ3,dγ3〉 = 〈dγ2,dγ2〉+A2〈dγ1,dγ1〉 − 2A〈dγ1,dγ2〉
= 2D1(d+ 1− 2℘)C dt
〈dγ1,dγ3〉 = 0
Finally introduing F = C1/2 we arrive at
dF = dC1/2 =
1
2
C−1/2dC − 1
8
C−3/2〈dC,dC〉
= [−(1
τ
+ 2A)F +
D1
τ2
(d− 2)(d + 1− 2℘)F−1] dt+ 1
τ
dγ4
with dγ4 = C
−1/2dγ3 so that
〈dγ4,dγ4〉 = 2D1(d+ 1− 2℘) dt
At this point, let us introdue z = A+iF +1/(2τ) (so the real part of z is the (signed) omponent
of ~v along ~r, divided by r and then shifted by 1/(2τ), while the imaginary part of z is the norm of
the omponent of ~v perpendiular to ~r, divided by r) and dγ = dγ1 + idγ4 to have
dz = [
1
4τ2
− z2 + iD1
τ2
(d− 2)(d + 1− 2℘)(ℑz)−1] dt+ 1
τ
dγ
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with (sine 〈dγ1,dγ4〉 = 0)
〈dγ,dγ〉 = 〈dγ1,dγ1〉 − 〈dγ4,dγ4〉 = 4D1(℘d− 1) dt
Or, using denitions from (17) and (27), we an write
dz = [−E − z2 + id− 2
2
βN (ℑz)−1] dt+ dγ˜ (31)
with
dγ˜ = dγ˜L + idγ˜N (32)
where dγ˜L and dγ˜N are real white noises with orrelation
〈dγ˜L,dγ˜L〉 = βL dt 〈dγ˜N ,dγ˜N 〉 = βN dt 〈dγ˜L,dγ˜N 〉 = 0 (33)
so that in partiular 〈dγ˜,dγ˜〉 = (βL − βN ) dt. We emphasize that γ and γ˜ are Brownian motions
not on the real line but on the omplex plane, eah equivalent to a two-dimensional real Brownian
motion. Formula (31) (with other notations) appears in [8℄.
We then see that the ase d = 2 is speial sine then the equation on z is analytial. For d > 2
the additional drift omes from the fat that we redued the diusion of ~v perpendiularly to ~r to its
radial part, exploiting rotational symmetry around the diretion of ~r. Then we have the well known
inverse-radius drift term of the radial Laplaian.
Also the ase (d + 1 − 2℘) = 0 is speial, but as we will see in the next subsetion, it is a muh
more partiular ase, sine ~v tends to align with ~r so that we reover the one-dimensional situation
whih is expliitly solvable.
Sine we also have (f. Eqs. (29), (30))
d log |~r| = 1
2Y
dY = Adt =
(
ℜz − 1
2τ
)
dt
we have the expression for the Lyapunov exponent of partile separations
λ =
〈
d log |~r|
dt
〉
= 〈ℜz〉 − 1
2τ
(34)
3.9 A solvable ase
The physial values for βN/βL are those that orrespond to 0 ≤ ℘ ≤ 1, i.e. 13 ≤ βN/βL ≤ 1 + 2d−1 ,
in the sense that only these orrespond to the evolution of the separation of inertial partiles in a
linearized Kraihnan ow. However, the redued SDE (28) or (31) is meaningful as long as βL, βN ≥ 0
(f. respetively (26) and (33)).
The ase for whih the Lyapunov exponent is known is when βN = 0, and additionally the initial
ondition is suh that ~v ‖ ~r, as then (31) has real initial z and both the imaginary term in the drift
and in the diusion (f. (32), (33)) disappear. We thus reover the lassial Anderson loalization
problem: introdue ψ = et/2τ r (here r ∈ R is the signed oordinate of ~r along the line dened by the
initial ondition ~r(0)) verifying
−d
2ψ
dt2
+
dγ˜
dt
ψ = Eψ
then z = ψ′/ψ veries (31), so 〈z〉 is the growth rate of ln |ψ| whih we know from the Anderson
problem. Hene, realling the simple relationship (34) between 〈z〉 and λ, the latter may be expressed
in terms of the Airy funtions of rst and seond kind, Ai and Bi respetively, and their derivatives
Ai′ and Bi′, as
λ =
1
2τ
[
−1 + c−1/2Ai
′(c)Ai(c) +Bi′(c)Bi(c)
Ai2(c) +Bi2(c)
]
(35)
where c = 1/[4τ2(βL/2)
2/3].
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Later on we need to examine if the ~v ‖ ~r initial ondition is really neessary for the above formula
to hold. Numerial simulations of (16) (in fat of (38), whih is equivalent even in d 6= 2 dimensions,
sine (16) redues to (31), whih for βN = 0 is idential to (41), and the latter is derived from (38)
and is suient to give the orresponding Lyapunov exponent) show that (at least for the examined
values of parameters), this ondition is irrelevant.
It is tempting then to think that this irrelevane of the initial alignment of ~v with ~r is due to
the asymptoti ollapse of ~v onto the diretion of ~r at long times. In other words, that z, even
if initially it has an imaginary part, an be onsidered to be real at large times, beause it would
be attrated to the real axis by the dynamis of its evolution. However this is not the ase, as
evidened by numerial simulations, sine |ℜz| has a nite limit when t→∞, whih in fat we an
also alulate. The more general treatment of Set. 5 will shed light on this and justify the expression
(35) even for non-aligned initial ~v and ~r.
4 The 2D ase
4.1 Passing to the omplex notation in 2D
Realling Set. 3.7 and in partiular the requirement (25) (see also the last equality of (24)), we an
hoose for B˜(~r), in the 2 dimensional ase, the partiular form
B˜(~r) =
(√
βLr1 −
√
βNr2√
βLr2
√
βNr1
)
with
βL = 2τ
−2D1(2℘+ 1) βN = 2τ−2D1(3− 2℘) (36)
This ase is speial, sine R (the matrix of some orthogonal basis whose rst vetor is ~r; f. Set. 3.7)
an be given as a linear funtion of ~r, namely we hose above R = (~r,Oπ/2~r), where Oπ/2 stands
for rotation by angle π/2 in the positive diretion. In general there is no suh linear representation
(however for dimensions d that are a power of 2, the Cayley-Hamilton algebra of dimension d permits
to do a similar rewriting). Then
B˜(~r)dw˜ =
(√
βLr1dw˜1 −
√
βNr2dw˜2√
βLr2dw˜1 +
√
βNr1dw˜2
)
=
(√
βLdw˜1 −
√
βNdw˜2√
βNdw˜2
√
βLdw˜1
)(
r1
r2
)
Thus, if we dene
σ˜ =
(√
βLdw˜1 −
√
βNdw˜2√
βNdw˜2
√
βLdw˜1
)
/dt
so that
σ˜~r dt = B˜(~r)dw˜ (37)
then (28) an be written as the system
d~r
dt
= ~v,
d~v
dt
= −1
τ
~v + σ˜~r (38)
On the other hand we see that, if we identify R
2
to C in the standard way, then σ˜ orresponds to
multipliation by (and we re-employ σ˜ by abuse of notation)
σ˜ =
√
βL
dw˜1
dt
+ i
√
βN
dw˜2
dt
(39)
We may pass altogether to the omplex notation
dr
dt
= v,
dv
dt
= −1
τ
v + σ˜r
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where r and v are the omplex equivalents of ~r and ~v respetively.
We may proeed further analogously to Set. 3.2, keeping E from (17) and dening V = σ˜/τ
whih is now a omplex-valued random potential. Then ψ = et/2τ r veries
−d
2ψ
dt2
+ V ψ = Eψ (40)
similar to (18).
On the other hand one may proeed along the lines of Set. 3.3, introduing z˜ = v/r. Then z
veries dz˜/dt = −z˜2 − z˜/τ + σ˜ and z = z˜ + 1/2τ veries
dz
dt
= −z2 + 1
4τ2
+ σ˜ (41)
Note nally (notwithstanding that r is omplex)
λ = 〈 d
dt
log r〉 = 〈v
r
〉 = − 1
2τ
+ 〈z〉
4.2 An other solvable ase
Following ideas of [5℄, we will now show that in the 2D ase the Lyapunov exponent may be expliitly
omputed also when βL = 0. The important partiularity of the βL = 0 (i.e. ℘ = −1/2) situation
is that the steady-state distribution of z is onentrated entirely on the omplex half-plane with
ℜz > 1/(2τ), due to the fat that on the line ℜz = 1/(2τ) the veloity eld always points inside the
above-mentioned half-plane. Indeed, writing z = x+ iy = 1/(2τ) + iy we have the veloity eld
−E − z2 = 1
(2τ)2
− ( 1
2τ
+ iy)2 = y2 − i
2τ
y
and y2 > 0 exept for y = 0.
In this partiular situation the Laplae transform F (p) = 〈exp(−pz)〉 is well dened for p ∈ R+.
Using the It	o formula
de−pz = −pe−pzdz + p
2
2
e−pz〈dz,dz〉
and substituting dz aording to (41), we get for the steady state
0 =
d
dt
F (p) =
〈[
(E + z2)p− βN
2
p2
]
e−pz
〉
= p
[
∂2p + E −
βN
2
p
]
F (p)
Sine the above is dened only for p ≥ 0, we may safely divide by p and retain simply
0 =
[
∂2p + E −
βN
2
p
]
F (p)
At p = 0 we have the obvious boundary ondition F (0) = 1. For p going to +∞ we need
lim sup |F (p)| < 1 sine in the steady state | exp(−pz)| < 1 almost surely for p ≥ 0 (due to z being
almost surely in the positive half-plane). These two boundary onditions are in general suient to
uniquely determine F (p) in the steady state.
This dierential equation an be readily solved (e.g. by introduing u = p− 2E/βN it redues to
the Airy equation (∂2u − (βN/2)u)f = 0). The solution that deays (in fat the only one that does
not grow exponentially) when p→ +∞ and that veries F (0) = 1 is
F (p) =
Ai(−(βN2 )−2/3E + (βN2 )1/3p)
Ai(−(βN2 )−2/3E)
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where Ai stands for the Airy funtion of rst kind. Finally we arrive at
〈z〉 = −(∂F )(0) = −
(
βN
2
)1/3 Ai′(−(βN2 )−2/3E)
Ai(−(βN2 )−2/3E)
Introduing c = 1/[4τ2(βN/2)
2/3] = −(βN2 )−2/3E (note that preeding denition of c was with βL
instead of βN !), we have for the Lyapunov exponent
λ =
1
2τ
[
−1− c−1/2Ai
′(c)
Ai(c)
]
(42)
4.3 Deay of Lyapunov exponent at large Stokes numbers
Let us introdue the adimensionalized Stokes time
St = D1τ
whih is nothing else than the Stokes number for the ase of a smooth Kraihnan veloity eld. We
are interested here by the deay of the adimensionalized Lyapunov exponent λ/D1 when the Stokes
number St goes to innity.
Numerial results (see subsetion 6.1 and gure 2) seem to show us that the Lyapunov exponent
λ of pair separation varies monotonially with the ompressibility degree ℘ of the adveting ow,
notably the larger ℘ (i.e. the more ompressible the ow) the smaller is λ. Thus the two extreme
ases of ℘ = −1/2 and ℘ = 3/2 bound the other, intermediate ases.
It is then noteworthy that for large τ the exponents given by both (35) and (42) deay at the
same rate. Indeed, we have βL, βN ∼ D1τ−2 so in both ases c ∼ St−2/3, and sine Ai(c), Bi(c),
Ai′(c) and Ai′(c)Ai(c)+Bi′(c)Bi(c) all have nite non-zero limits when c→ 0, we have the behavior
λ/D1 ∼ St−2/3 in both ases, so this should be also the general situation.
An other possible way to arrive at this result is by taking τ to ∞ while xing σ˜ in (41). At the
limit, when 1/τ = 0, we have simply z = z˜ and (41) redues to
dz
dt
= −z2 + σ˜
It would then be enough to see that this evolution equation leads to a (unique) stationary state with
〈z〉 nite and non-zero, and that this is indeed the τ → ∞ limit of 〈z〉 (i.e. ommutation of t → ∞
and τ →∞ limits).
Indeed, sine σ˜ is xed, this means that in fat βL, βN are xed, so that (reall (36)) D1 ∼ τ2
and St ∼ τ3. Sine we suppose that for xed σ the Lyapunov exponent λ goes to a onstant, the
adimensionalized Lyapunov exponent λ/D1 behaves like D
−1
1 ∼ τ−2 ∼ St−2/3:
λ
D1
∼
St→∞
St
−2/3
5 Other solvable 2D ows
The idea in this setion is that the above two speial ases of solvable situations an be slightly
generalized. The ases we ould solve were when σ˜ of (39) was either
√
βL dw˜1/dt or i
√
βN dw˜2/dt.
In fat we will now deal with the more general ase of
σ˜ =
√
β dw˜/dt (43)
for β ∈ C (and dw˜ is the standard white noise).
By analogy with Set. 4, where βL + βN = 8D1/τ
2
(from (36)), we dene here the harateristi
inverse time-sale of the ow as
D1 =
τ2
8
|β|
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5.1 Solvable ows
Let us start by nding the 2D ows whih lead to suh σ˜. Notiing that one has (analogously to
(23))
B˜ik(~r)B˜jk(~r) = 〈B˜ikdw˜kB˜jldw˜l〉/dt
and using (25) to re-express the left hand side and (37) to re-express the right hand side, we get
τ−2Cik,jlrkrl = 〈σ˜ikrkdt, σ˜jlrldt〉 /dt (44)
so if we dene
C˜ik,jl = 〈σ˜ikdt, σ˜jldt〉 /dt
then (44) an be written
τ−2Cik,jlrkrl = C˜ik,jlrkrl (45)
Considering the omplex σ˜ of (43) as a real linear transformation ating on C = R2, its matrix
is written (also σ˜ by abuse of notation), with help of the notation
√
β = α = αL + iαN (α ∈ C,
αL, αN ∈ R)
σ˜ =
(
αL −αN
αN αL
)
dw˜/dt
In oordinate notation this gives
σ˜ik = (αLδik − αNǫik) dw˜/dt
Leading to
C˜ik,jl = (αLδik − αNǫik)(αLδjl − αNǫjl)
and using (12), this further gives
= α2Lδikδjl + α
2
N (δijδkl − δilδjk)− αLαN (ǫikδjl + ǫjlδik)
With the above form for C˜ik,jl and using the most general form respeting isotropy for Cik,jl (f.
Set. 2.6), that is:
Cik,jl = aδijδkl + bδikδjl + cδilδjk + d(ǫikδjl + ǫjlδik)
with arbitrary a, b, c, d ∈ R, equation (45) beomes
τ−2(aδijr2 + (b+ c)rirj + d(ǫikrjrk + ǫjkrirk)) =
α2Nδijr
2 + (α2L − α2N )rirj − αLαN (ǫikrjrk + ǫjkrirk)
Coeients are identied
a = α2N b+ c = α
2
L − α2N d = −αLαN
and sine only the sum of b and c is determined, let us write b = α2L− s, c = s−α2N for some s ∈ R.
The positivity onditions (13), (14) give
s = a+ c ≥ 0
−s = a+ b−
√
(b+ c)2 + 4d2 ≥ 0
meaning that the only possibility is to take s = 0 giving
Cik,jl = τ
2
[
α2Lδikδjl + α
2
N (δijδkl − δilδjk)− αLαN (ǫikδjl + ǫjlδik)
]
= τ2(αLδik − αNǫik)(αLδjl − αNǫjl)
Suh Cik,jl an our only in a ow (f. Set. 2.6) where parity invariane is broken beause ǫikδjl +
ǫjlδik appears, and spatial homogeneity is broken beause δikδjl and δilδjk have dierent oeients
(namely τ2α2L and −τ2α2N , whih are equal only in the ase ταL = ταN = 0, i.e. Cik,jl = 0: a very
trivial ase).
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5.2 Calulation of the Lyapunov exponent
This is very muh like in Set. 4.2.
St
ab
le
 h
al
f−
pl
an
e
H
−
1
2τ
α
H
−
Figure 1: The omplex plane of z is represented. There is diusion only in a single diretion, parallelly
to α =
√
β. The dynamis of z, governed by (41) with σ˜ as in (43), is suh that z an ross the boundary
line between the hashed half-plane (unstable) and the lear half-plane (stable) only moving out from the
hashed half-plane and into the lear one, whereby asymptotially the distribution of z will be supported
entirely on the stable half-plane. H− is the lower half-plane.
Let us rst establish the existene of a stable half-plane for z, by whih we mean one on whose
boundary line the drift veloity of z points always towards the interior of the half-plane. We may
suppose, without loss of generality, that 0 ≤ arg β ≤ π and in onsequene 0 ≤ argα ≤ π/2. We
then laim that the half-plane
{z : z −
1
2τ
α
∈ H−}
with H− denoting the omplex half-plane with negative imaginary part is suh. Note that this
half-plane may be parametrised as
1
2τ
+ µα− iνα µ ∈ R, ν ∈ R+ (46)
In partiular its boundary line is parametrised as 1/2τ + µα with µ ∈ R, and −iα is perpendiular
to the the boundary line and points to the interior of the stable half-plane.
What we need to show is that, on the boundary line, the salar produt of the drift of z with −iα
(onsidered as a vetor of R
2
) is positive. Remark that, viewed as vetors of R
2
, the salar produt
of two omplex numbers x and y may be written as ℜ(xy¯). Then we have for z = 1/2τ + µα
ℜ[(−E − z2)(−iα)] = ℜ[(−1
τ
µα− µ2α2)(−iα)]
= ℜ[−1
τ
µi|α|2 − µ2|α|2iα] = µ2|α|2ℜ(−iα)
The idea is again that in the stationary state the distribution of z will be supported by the stable
half-plane, being identially zero outside of it. In this ase the Laplae transform F (p) = 〈exp(pz)〉
is well dened for p ∈ (iα)−1R+ sine then ℜ(pz) ≤ ℜ(1/2τp) as an be easily read o from (46),
making | exp(pz)| uniformly bounded in z for xed p.
As previously, in the steady state we may write
0 =
d
dt
F (p) =
〈[
−(E + z2)p+ β
2
p2
]
epz
〉
= p(−∂2p − E +
β
2
p)F (p)
We may divide the above by p without loss of information, sine at p = 0 we have the boundary
ondition F (0) = 1, and as |p| → ∞ with p ∈ (iα)−1R+, the F (p) has to deay, and these two
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onditions determine uniquely the solution.
(∂2p +E −
β
2
p)F (p) = 0 (47)
This equation is related to the Airy equation, if we introdue the new variable u = p− 2E/β:
(∂2u −
β
2
u)f(u) = 0
of whih two independent solutions are (formula 10.4.1 in [1℄) Ai((β/2)1/3u) and Ai(e2πi/3(β/2)1/3u),
where Ai denotes the Airy funtion of rst kind, and (β/2)1/3 is taken with the standard denition
of the root, (i.e. real positive on the positive real axis and having branh ut along the negative real
axis).
For large argument, to lowest order, the asymptoti expansion of the Airy funtion Ai reads
(formulae 10.4.59 of [1℄)
Ai(ζ) =
1
2π1/2ζ1/4
e−
2
3
ζ3/2(1 +O(ζ−3/2)) (| arg ζ| < π) (48)
Let us apply the above with ζ = (β/2)1/3u = (β/2)1/3(p−2E/β). Sine p ∈ (iα)−1R+ and α =
√
β
(with standard denition of the root), when |p| → ∞ we have arg u → arg p = −(arg β)/2 − π/2,
whene arg ζ → −(arg β)/6 − π/2, so that for large enough |p| we have −π/2 ≥ arg ζ ≥ −2π/3 (in
partiular | arg ζ| < π), and −3π/4 ≥ arg(ζ3/2) ≥ −π. This implies, when |p| → ∞, that ℜ(ζ3/2) < 0,
and sine |ζ| ∼ (|β|/2)1/3|p|, we get from (48) that |Ai((β/2)1/3(p− 2E/β))| → ∞.
Repeating the same treatment with ζ = e2πi/3(β/2)1/3u = e2πi/3(β/2)1/3(p− 2E/β), when |p| →
∞ we have arg ζ → −(arg β)/6 + π/6, so that for large enough |p| we have 0 ≤ arg ζ ≤ π/6 (in
partiular | arg ζ| < π), and 0 ≤ arg(ζ3/2) ≤ π/4. This implies, when |p| → ∞, that ℜ(ζ3/2) > 0,
and sine |ζ| ∼ (|β|/2)1/3|p|, we get from (48) that |Ai(e2πi/3(β/2)1/3(p− 2E/β))| → 0.
Hene the unique solution of (47) verifying the appropriate boundary onditions at 0 and at
innity is
F (p) =
Ai(e2πi/3(β/2)1/3(p − 2E/β))
Ai(e2πi/3(β/2)1/3(−2E/β))
Remark that 〈z〉 = ∂pF (p)|p=0, giving
〈z〉 = e2πi/3(β/2)1/3Ai
′(e2πi/3(β/2)1/3(−2E/β))
Ai(e2πi/3(β/2)1/3(−2E/β)) (49)
We see (if we evaluate the above formula for non-real β), that 〈z〉 is in general omplex valued. By
analogy with Set. 4 we dene
λ = 〈z〉 − 1
2τ
The real part of λ one again gives the exponential growth rate of the pair separation ~r, while the
imaginary part of λ gives the average rotation speed of ~r. In partiular this mean angular veloity is
in general non-zero.
Eq. (49) may be further simplied by notiing that e2πi/3(β/2)1/3(−2E/β) = −Ee2πi/3(β/2)−2/3,
and |e2πi/3(β/2)−2/3| = |β/2|−2/3 and arg(e2πi/3(β/2)−2/3) = 2π/3− (2/3) arg β = (2/3)(π − arg β),
and sine 0 ≤ arg β ≤ π we have π−arg β = arg(−1/β) = arg((−β)−1) so that arg(e2πi/3(β/2)−2/3) =
arg((−β)−2/3). From this we onlude that e2πi/3(β/2)−2/3 = (−β/2)−2/3. Along the same lines,
arg(e2πi/3(β/2)1/3) = 2π/3 + (arg β)/3 = (arg β − π)/3 + π. However we have to pay attention here
sine arg β − π = arg(−β) is true only for 0 < arg β ≤ π but not for arg β = 0, so to sum it up
arg β − π = arg(−β) is true only for β /∈ R+. Thus, exept for the ase of β real positive we have
(arg β − π)/3 + π = arg(−(−β)1/3) so that e2πi/3(β/2)1/3 = −(−β/2)1/3. Thus we also have
〈z〉 = −(−β/2)1/3 Ai
′(−E(−β/2)−2/3)
Ai(−E(−β/2)−2/3)) β /∈ R+ (50)
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Note that throughout we have supposed β to be in the upper omplex half-plane. However this last
formula has the interesting feature that it is real, so that substituting β with its omplex onjugate
β¯, we also get for 〈z〉 the onjugate value, and from simple symmetry onsiderations with respet to
the real axis, this is the orret answer. Thus formula (50) applies for all β ∈ C \ R+.
To understand the problem with β ∈ R+, note that in this partiular ase, when the diusion is
parallel to the real axis, there are two stable half-planes: the lower and the upper omplex half-planes.
The equilibrium distribution of z depends on the initial distribution of z, sine z annot ross the
real line. As we have already showed, for z starting from the lower half-plane (this was only impliit
in our onsiderations, through the fat that we onsidered the stable half-plane to be the lower one)
we arrive at formula (49). Starting from the upper half-plane we arrive at its omplex onjugate.
Hene the natural branh ut in (50) for β ∈ R+.
We reover the two solvable ases presented in Set. 3.9 and Set. 4.2. The former one, with
βN = 0 (hene diusion only in the real diretion), orresponds to β = βL ∈ R+. Using (49) and the
identity (formula 10.4.9 of [1℄)
Ai(e2πi/3ζ) =
1
2
eπi/3(Ai(ζ)− iBi(ζ))
leading also to the identity
Ai′(e2πi/3ζ) = e−2πi/3
d
dζ
Ai(e2πi/3ζ) =
1
2
e−πi/3(Ai′(ζ)− iBi′(ζ))
we have
〈z〉 = (βL/2)1/3Ai
′(−E(βL/2)−2/3)− iBi′(−E(βL/2)−2/3)
Ai(−E(βL/2)−2/3)− iBi(−E(βL/2)−2/3)
Introdue c = −E(βL/2)−2/3 = 1/[4τ2(βL/2)2/3], and multiply numerator and denominator in the
above displayed formula by the omplex onjugate of the denominator, nally use the Wronskian
identity (formula 10.4.10 of [1℄, see Index of Notations p. 1045 of the ited soure for sign onvention
for the Wronskian)
Ai(ζ)Bi′(ζ)−Ai′(ζ)Bi(ζ) = π−1
in order to get
〈z〉 = 1
2τ
c−1/2
Ai′(c)Ai(c) +Bi′(c)Bi(c) − iπ−1
Ai2(c) +Bi2(c)
So what is the meaning of this imaginary part ? Reall that our initial assumption was that z
is inside the stable half-plane at asymptotially long times, and as a limiting ase of argα ց 0 this
half-plane is that of negative imaginary parts. The asymptoti distribution of z is indeed supported in
this half-plane if the initial z is in it. If however we start with z initially distributed with probability
1/2 on eah side of the real axis, or if we add innitesimally small diusion in the imaginary diretion,
then we get in the upper and lower half-planes distributions whih are mirror images of one-another,
and in the lower half-plane it is 1/2 times that of the ase when there was nothing in the upper
half-plane.
That 〈z〉 does have the imaginary part predited above an be readily veried in simulations (see
Fig. 6, the β = 1 urve), even if we use the sheme of innitesimal diusion in the diretion of the
imaginary axis, by evaluating 〈|ℑz|〉 and onrming the relation
〈|ℑz|〉 = 1
2τ
c−1/2
π−1
Ai2(c) +Bi2(c)
We also reover the ase βL = 0 (hene diusion only in the imaginary diretion) orresponding
to β = −βN ∈ R−. Here we use (50) and get
〈z〉 = −(βN/2)1/3 Ai
′(−E(βN/2)−2/3)
Ai(−E(βN/2)−2/3))
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or, introduing c = −E(βN/2)−2/3 = 1/[4τ2(βN/2)2/3]
〈z〉 = − 1
2τ
c−1/2
Ai′(c)
Ai(c)
6 Numerial results
In this setion we fous mainly on the d = 2 dimensional ase.
6.1 Naive simulation of inertial partile separation
In order to get the Lyapunov exponent of pair separation, the most straightforward thing to do
is to simulate the redued equation (38). Note that this is better than simulating (41), sine at
moments when partiles nearly ollide (happens when partiles are moving towards eah other with
small impat parameter (ompared to τv)), the quotient v/r = z−1/2τ turns very fast, whih would
require additional handling in the ode, whereas in fat v evolves little at near ollision sine v ≫ r/τ
and r evolves linearly for whih no speial are is needed in the simulations.
The onvergene of the Lyapunov exponent is quite slow, one an hope for a 0.1% relative preision
at most, whih is not enough to try to guess a funtional form through Plou's inverter, but more
than enough to disprove some laims of formulae.
Note also that for τ small the system is sti and onvergene gets worse. The equation of evolution
should be solved analytially between two time-steps, with taking for ~r on the right-hand side its value
at the beginning of the time interval. Indeed in this ase we have a linear (multi-dimensional) equation
with time-independent homogeneous term (only the inhomogeneous term ontains the driving noise)
whih an be expliitly solved, and we get an eetive driving term whose statistis an be omputed.
This is treated in subsetion 6.4.
Numerial simulations were done in series with xed βL, βN (with additionally xing βL+βN = 1;
note the identity βL+βN = 8D1/τ
2
leading to D1 = τ
2/8 with our hoie) instead of xed D1 (note
that ℘ is xed by the quotient of βL, βN ). However we are only interested in the the adimensionalized
Lyapunov exponent λ/D1 in funtion of the Stokes number St = D1τ . Simulations were done for
values of τ between 0.1 and 4, whih, aording to the above, orrespond to Stokes numbers between
1.25·10−4 and 8. Also, for reasons of better numerial stability, instead of taking βN = 0, we used in
that ase βN = 10
−6
. Total time of simulation was 5·105 with time-step 10−4.
The plot of numerial results, at the end of the paper, has been ut up into three piees ([0, 0.1],
[0.1, 1] and [1, 7.5] that are shown on dierent sales). The vertial axis is λ/D1 the adimensionalized
Lyapunov exponent. The urves are ordered in the same top to bottom order as the keys. Solid line
urves are the analytial solutions, dashed lines are just linear interpolation of numerial data. Data
itself is represented by boxes, either open or losed.
6.2 Estimates of ~v and of the hange of ~r during a time interval ∆t
Let us estimate rst ~v and then the jump in ~r during some time interval ∆t. We suppose |~r| ≈ 1 at
the beginning of the time interval, without loss of generality, sine the system under study is sale
invariant. The ase we are interested in is when ∆t is the time-step of our simulation, but here
we talk about the real ~v and ~r, not the simulated ones. Hene we only onsider the ase where
∆t≪ D−11 .
The foring of ~v is a white noise with intensity proportional to τ−1
√
D1 and the memory of ~v
is of order τ , so that |~v| ∼ τ−1√D1
√
τ =
√
D1/τ .
As for ~r, we need to distinguish the ases when τ < ∆t and when τ > ∆t. The time derivative
of ~r is ~v ∼
√
D1/τ . Now if τ < ∆t then we an say that ~v is orrelated over a time τ so that during
eah interval of time of length τ , the vetor ~r hanges by approximately τ
√
D1/τ =
√
D1τ . There
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are ∆t/τ suh independent hanges whih gives a total hange of
√
D1τ
√
∆t/τ =
√
D1∆t, just as if
~r underwent a stohasti diusion with diusion onstant not depending on τ .
In the other ase of τ > ∆t the veloity is orrelated over times larger than ∆t so that the hange
of ~r is approximately |~v|∆t ∼
√
D1/τ∆t. For later use, we remark that this latter an be estimated,
due to the hypothesis τ > ∆t, as
√
D1/τ∆t ≤
√
D1/∆t∆t =
√
D1∆t, so that in this ase also ~r
hanges by at most
√
D1∆t.
6.3 Integrating d log r2
To obtain numerially the Lyapunov exponent λ, we essentially make use of the formula
λ =
〈
d log r2
2 dt
〉
However, as stated above, the hange ∆~r of ~r during some time interval ∆t an be bounded, in
general, only as ∆~r <
√
D1∆t (but at least this bound is uniform in τ). This is ne, but it means
that to alulate the hange of a non-linear funtion f of ~r we have to develop f to seond order in
~r, whih means in other words that we need to use the It	o formula.
In pratie, we have
d log r2 =
1
r2
2ri dri +
(
− 2
r4
rirj +
1
r2
δij
)
dri drj (51)
and this is the formula to use in simulations to get a orret result (in the simulations it appeared
learly that for τ < ∆t the rst-order formula gives ompletely false results).
6.4 Overoming stiness
For small values of the Stokes time τ the system has a large parameter (v.g. τ−1), so that it is sti.
In priniple one needs to take a time-step ∆t to integrate it that is smaller by one or several orders
of magnitude than τ . However in the τ → 0 limit the resulting proess for ~r is still well dened, as a
diusion proess, whih may still be integrated with a nite time-step ∆t whih only has to be small
ompared to the inverse diusion oeient D−11 . Can we devise an integration sheme that doesn't
need ∆t→ 0 as τ → 0 and whih is orret both for τ < ∆t and for τ > ∆t, given ∆t≪ D−11 ?
The answer is armative as we now expose. Sine in the τ → 0 limit the fast variable is ~v we
will integrate its evolution over one time-step say between 0 and t = ∆t (for ease of notation we will
use here t instead of the more lumsy ∆t), analytially. This is possible if we keep in the evolution
equation ~r xed to its value ~r(0) at the beginning of the time-step, sine then the system beomes
linear with a onstant evolution matrix and some time-dependent foring:
d
(
~r
~v
)
=
(
0 1
0 − 1τ
)(
~r
~v
)
dt+
(
0
dS~r(0)
)
(52)
See Appendix A for justiation of this approximation.
Let us start out with the study of a generi system of this form
d ~X = A ~Xdt+ d ~Bt (53)
Its solution is
~X(t) = etA ~X(0) +
∫ t
0
e(t−s)Ad ~Bs (54)
We thus have a deterministi part and a stohasti one whih is linear in the inrements of the
Brownian driving proess Bs, in other words the stohasti part is in the rst haos of Bs, hene it is
a mean zero Gaussian random variable. Also sine on (sub-intervals of) dierent time-step intervals
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the inrements of the driving Bs are independent, we really need to know only the ovariane of the
stohasti part on any given time-step:〈(∫ t
0
e(t−s)Ad ~Bs
)
⊗
(∫ t
0
e(t−s)Ad ~Bs
)〉
Let us allK(s) = exp(sA), and notie that for a vetor ~u we have the equivalent writings ~u⊗~u = ~u~uT .
Introdue the equal-time orrelation matrix χ suh that 〈d ~Bs ⊗ d ~Bs′〉 = χδ(s − s′) dsds′. Then the
above displayed formula simplies to∫ t
0
∫ t
0
K(t− s)〈d ~Bs ⊗ d ~Bs′〉KT (t− s′) = (55)∫ t
0
∫ t
0
K(t− s)χKT (t− s′)δ(s − s′) dsds′ =
∫ t
0
K(t− s)χKT (t− s) ds (56)
At this point one needs to write the above orrelation matrix as UUT for some matrix U . This is
most easily done by way of the Cholesky deomposition whih is simply the presription of U being
triangular (lower or upper), beause the oeients of U an then be reursively omputed by using
only algebrai operations and square roots. This is algorithmially muh simpler than if for example
we tried to diagonalize the orrelation matrix to take its symmetri square-root.
In our ase it is easily omputed that
K(t− s) =
(
1 τ(1− e− t−sτ )
0 e−
t−s
τ
)
but note that this a blok-matrix notation where eah blok is proportional to the 2× 2 identity
matrix. As for χ, we an see it also as a 2 × 2 blok-matrix of 2 × 2 matries, whose only non-zero
blok is the lower-right one, and in fat
χ =
(
0 0
0 B˜(~r(0))B˜T (~r(0))
)
Sine every blok of K(s) (eah being a salar matrix) ommutes with the non-zero blok of χ,
we an start by evaluating
L(t, τ) =
∫ t
0
K(t− s)
(
0 0
0 1
)
KT (t− s) ds
=

 τ2[t− τ2 (1− e−
t
τ )(3− e− tτ )] τ22 (1− e−
t
τ )2
τ2
2 (1− e−
t
τ )2 τ2 (1− e−
t
τ )(1 + e−
t
τ )


and its Cholesky deomposition an be given as
U =

 τ
√
t− 2τ tanh t2τ τ(1− e−
t
τ )
√
τ
2 tanh
t
2τ
0
√
τ
2 (1− e−2
t
τ )


Finally with the full Cholesky deomposition the driving noise proess we need an be generated
as
(U ⊗ B˜) dη =
(
U11B˜ U12B˜
0 U22B˜
)
dη1
dη2
dη3
dη4


with the η independent Gaussian white noises, 〈dηidηj〉 = δijdt. It is interesting to notie that this is
tantamount to using to independent realizations of the Kraihnan eld (B˜(dη1,dη2) and B˜(dη3,dη4))
to drive the inertial partile proess. It is not diult to see that this is the general ase (i.e. more
than two partiles in a non-linear veloity eld may be adequately driven in a nite time-step sheme
by two independent realizations of the uid veloity eld, just as here).
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6.5 Extrapolation from moments of positive even order
Another possibility is to ompute the exponential growth rates of positive even order moments of
the partile separation, whih an be obtained analytially (though impliitly only, as the largest
real root of some polynomial), as desribed in Appendix D. Then, the urve whih we know only for
even natural numbers has to be extrapolated in order to guess its derivative at 0. This is a tough
business, and it is hard to get anything better than 10% auray.
There are several ways of alulating the top eigenvalue. For small order 2n of the moments
(until n ≈ 10), it is possible to alulate diretly the harateristi polynomial of the matrix and
solve numerially for the largest real root.
For larger n (up to n ≈ 100) it is more onvenient to iterate the system x 7→Mx where M is the
matrix of the system. Sine M is a sparse matrix, this is fast and eient and doesn't require a lot
of memory.
For n even larger it is better to use the more memory intensive method of iterating A 7→ A2 with
A0 = M , sine this way the power of M omputed is in 2
N
for N iterations, whereas for the previous
method it was just N .
7 On some onjetured formulae in 2D
In [10℄ appeared the following onjetured formula for the top Lyapunov exponent of inertial partiles
in a 2D Kraihnan ow as desribed above:
λ
D1
= ℜ
(
− 1
2τD1
[
1 + c−1/2
Ai′(c)
Ai(c)
])
(57)
with
c = [4τ2(βN − βL)2/3]−1 = [16(1 − 2℘)St ]−2/3 (58)
This would mean that λ/D1 hanges with ℘ only through simple resaling. Indeed, introduing the
funtion
F (x) = ℜ
(
−8
x
[
1 + x
1
3
Ai′(x−
2
3 )
Ai(x−
2
3 )
])
formula (57) is equivalent to
λ
D1
= (1− 2℘)F (16(1 − 2℘)St) (59)
with the only subtlety that F behaves dierently for positive and negative arguments. In fat, we
have for x > 0
F (x) = −8
x
[
1 + x
1
3
Ai′(x−
2
3 )
Ai(x−
2
3 )
]
but
F (−x) = 8
x
[
1− x 13 Ai
′(x−
2
3 )Ai(x−
2
3 ) +Bi′(x−
2
3 )Bi(x−
2
3 )
Ai2(x−
2
3 ) +Bi2(x−
2
3 )
]
To see that (57) annot agree with numerial results, the easiest is to see that (59) would imply
λ = 0 for ℘ = 1/2 for all values of St , sine F (0) = 2, and learly this is not the ase.
We ompare the onjetured formula with eetive values. Notie that for ℘ = 0 the math is
not too bad, but for larger values of ℘ it beomes worse.
Later, in [9℄, it was reognized that (57) annot be always orret, but it was hypothetized that
perhaps it ould be exat for the ℘ = 1/6 ase. To help ompare their results with ours, we give the
expressions of their parameters Γ, ǫ2, γ and z in funtion of our variables:
Γ =
3− 2℘
1 + 2℘
ǫ2 = (1 + 2℘)St γ =
1
τ
z = c
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where c is that of formula (58).
They also give a modied formula, whih in our notations is
λ
D1
= χ(℘)e
− 1
6(1+2℘)St + (1− 2℘)F (16(1 − 2℘)St)
where χ(℘) is an unknown prefator, that aording to the authors of [9℄ does not depend on St .
But they only laim that the additional term should be some sort of leading order orretion.
8 Conlusions
We sueeded, for ertain time deorrelated ows, to nd an analytial expression for the Lyapunov
exponent of inertial partile pair separation. Other ases had to be dealt with numerially. It is
however interesting that the analytially tratable ases bear lot of resemblane with the general
ase and thus have a preditive power. For example the D−11 λ ∼ St−2/3 behavior was rst notied
for the analytially available solution.
The nding of slightly generalized ases of the Anderson loalization problem whih permit exat
solution ould be also of broader interest.
We have desribed so far only the Lyapunov exponent, but a more general objet, the distribution
(in fat large deviations) of nite-time Lyapunov exponents, ontains further useful details of partile
pair separation. Our work an be extended, following ideas of [11℄, to gain more information on this
objet.
Hene, the analogy between inertial partiles in a random ow and the Anderson loalization
problem (whih itself is related to the Edwards polymer model also known as the weakly self-avoiding
Brownian motion (or random walk)) is fruitful and holds still more promises.
A Constant ~r approximation
Instead of using the approximated equation (52), we an start out from the true system
d
(
~r
~v
)
=
(
0 1
0 − 1τ
)(
~r
~v
)
dt+
(
0
dS~r(t)
)
whih has the generi form (analogously to (53))
d ~X = A ~Xdt+ d ~Bt( ~X)
where it is in fat the ovariane of d ~Bt that depends on ~X(t) as 〈d ~Bs⊗d ~Bs′〉 = χ( ~X(s))δ(s−s′) dsds′
What is of interest to us in the numerial simulation is the mean and ovariane of
∆ ~X =
∫ t
0
d ~X = ~X(t)− ~X(0)
We an again write a formula of type (54)
~X(t) = etA ~X(0) +
∫ t
0
e(t−s)Ad ~Bs( ~X(s))
but now this is an impliit formula sine it ontains
~X(s) for s > 0 on the right hand side also.
For the mean displaement we still have immediately
〈∆ ~X〉 = (etA − 1) ~X(0)
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For the ovariane however we only have, instead of (56), the semi-expliit
〈[∆ ~X − 〈∆ ~X〉]⊗ [∆ ~X − 〈∆ ~X〉]〉 =
∫ t
0
K(t− s)χ( ~X(s))KT (t− s) ds
It is at this point that we use the estimates of subsetion 6.2, notably that
~X(s)− ~X(0) . √D1s ≤√
D1t if we take | ~X(0)| ≈ 1. Then we have a relative error by replaing χ( ~X(s)) with χ( ~X(0)) of
order bounded by
√
D1t. This basially means that in our approximate method we simulate a
system whose diusion oeient would utuate around the real one, with a relative preision of
order
√
D1t. Sine in the simulations that are reported here we took D1 = τ
2/8 and a time-step of
t = 10−4, we have
√
D1tτ ≃ 3.5 10−3τ , and sine we used only τ < 4, we have
√
D1tτ ≤ 1.5·10−2.
B The τ → 0 limit
When the Stokes time τ goes to 0, the movement of an inertial partile solving (15) tends to that of
a passive traer that follows the veloity eld, solving the SDE
d~R(t) = d~Ut(~R(t)) (60)
where we preferred writing d~Ut instead of ~U to learly mark that the veloity eld is a white noise
in time. The solution of this equation depends, in general, on the onvention we adopt (It	o or
Stratonovih or other), exept if the ow is inompressible or its statistis is loally isotropi.
However, as pointed out in Set. 3.5, for nite τ the evolution of the inertial partile does not
depend on the adopted onvention: we don't have any degree of freedom. Thus, in the τ → 0 limit
we must nd also a unique presription how to integrate (60).
The same reasoning an be arried out for individual partile trajetories and partile pair sep-
aration, and sine we have mostly developed formulae for the latter, we will use that setting. From
the development of ~r for a small time-step ∆t, as obtained in subsetion 6.4, we ould dedue that
in the τ → 0 limit our formulae lead to the It	o interpretation of (60).
We an also hek on the simulations (done for small enough time-step that we don't even need
the sophistiations of subsetion 6.4) that this is the ase. Our simulation of partile separation is
equivalent to traing a single partile in a linear (in the spatial variable) veloity eld, that is
~U = σ ~R
realling (1). Hene the Lyapunov exponent of pair separation of the passive traer is desribed by
(60) with the identiation
~R = ~r and ~U = ~v. Now the Lyapunov exponent obtained from (60)
depends on the onvention we adopt for the latter. Taking the It	o onvention leads to substituting
d~r = dS~r (reall (6)) into (51) and we get〈
d log r2
2dt
〉
= − 1
r4
Cik,jlrirkrjrl +
1
2r2
Cik,ilrkrl = D1(d− 4℘)(d− 1)
In the simulations this is the value we get in the τ → 0 limit.
In omparison, Stratonovih interpretation of (60) would require onsidering dri = dSijrj +
(1/2)〈dSikdSkl〉rl = dSijrj+(1/2)Cik,klrl = dSijrj+D1℘(d+2)(d−1)ri whih would give a Lyapunov
exponent shifted by the non-zero D1℘(d+ 2)(d − 1).
The fat that for inertial partiles the Lagrangian equation (60) must always be taken within
the It	o onvention is due to the fundamental time-irreversible behavior of suh partiles. Indeed,
partiles have some knowledge of uid veloity in the past, whih they forget only after about a time
of the order of the Stokes time τ , however they know nothing of the future. It is this smoothing
of the uid veloity at time-sale τ , using only past events, that intuitively explains why the τ → 0
limit leads invariably to a passive traer whih obeys (60) with It	o onvention.
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C Stratonovih onvention for linearized veloity?
This is just a short note to explain why one annot naively rst linearize (60) (in the position variable)
and then hange reading onvention, say from It	o to Stratonovih. The two operations just do not
ommute with one another, and the physially meaningful order is the other one: linearizing the
eetive evolution of partiles.
To put very simply what fails, note that when passing from It	o to Stratonovih interpretation in
(60), an additional drift term of the form (~U.~∇)~U appears: the Stratonovih interpretation of (60)
orresponds to the It	o SDE
d~R(t) = d~Ut(~R(t)) +
1
2
〈(d~Ut.~∇)d~Ut〉 (~R(t)) (61)
Clearly, linearization of this term involves linearization of the derivative of d~Ut, that omes from
the quadrati part of d~Ut, whih would have been lost if we were to linearize d~Ut rst and hange
onvention after.
Coming bak to the simpler notation
~U , we an write the gradient of (~U.~∇)~U , in oordinate
notation:
∂k[(Uj∂j)Ui] = (∂kUj)(∂jUi) + Uj∂j∂kUi = σijσjk + Uj∂kσij
If the veloity eld
~U has spatially homogeneous statistis, then 〈(Uj∂j)Ui〉 is independent of position
so its gradient is 0, implying that the Stratonovih term vanishes when we linearize (61); we also
have the identity:
〈σijσjk〉+ 〈Uj∂kσij〉 = 0
Had we done linearization of the veloity eld rst, that is supposing σ to be onstant, we would
have ∂kσij ≡ 0, and the linearization of the Stratonovih term would, inorretly, redue to the
non-zero quantity
1
2rk〈σijσjk〉 proportional to (with ontration on repeated indies) 12Cij,jkrk =
2D1(d+ 2)(d− 1)℘ri, vanishing only in the inompressible ase ℘ = 0.
D Positive even order moments of pair separation
D.1 Arbitrary dimensions
Let us rewrite equation (18) as two oupled rst-order equations for
~ψ and ~˙ψ = d~ψ/dt in oordinate
notation:
dψi = ψ˙idt , dψ˙i = −Eψidt+ τ−1(dSij)ψj
(reall denition ofE from (17) and of dS from (6)). The noteworthy fat is that this is a homogeneous
equation in
~ψ, ~˙ψ, so that moments of the same positive total order in the omponents will verify a
losed system of equations:
d〈
d∏
i,j=1
ψmii ψ˙
nj
j 〉 =
∑
k
〈mkψmk−1k (dψk)
∏
i 6=k
ψmii
∏
j
ψ˙
nj
j 〉
+
∑
k
〈nkψ˙nk−1k (dψ˙k)
∏
i
ψmii
∏
j 6=k
ψ˙
nj
j 〉
+
∑
k
〈nk(nk−1)2 ψ˙nk−2k (dψ˙k)(dψ˙k)
∏
i
ψmii
∏
j 6=k
ψ˙
nj
j 〉
+
∑
k 6=l
〈nknlψ˙nk−1k ψ˙nl−1l (dψ˙k)(dψ˙l)
∏
i
ψmii
∏
j 6=k,l
ψ˙
nj
j 〉
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whih, upon replaing the dψ and the dψ˙ by their expressions, leads to
=
∑
k
mk〈ψmk−1k ψ˙k
∏
i 6=k
ψmii
∏
j
ψ˙
nj
j 〉dt
−
∑
k
Enk〈ψ˙nk−1k ψk
∏
i
ψmii
∏
j 6=k
ψ˙
nj
j 〉dt
+
∑
k
∑
p,q
nk(nk−1)
2 τ
−2Ckp,kq〈ψ˙nk−2k ψpψq
∏
i
ψmii
∏
j 6=k
ψ˙
nj
j 〉dt
+
∑
k 6=l
∑
p,q
nknlτ
−2Ckp,lq〈ψ˙nk−1k ψ˙nl−1l ψpψq
∏
i
ψmii
∏
j 6=k,l
ψ˙
nj
j 〉dt
Introdue the multi-oeients m and n for the mi and nj , and use the notation m
k
for adding
1 to the kth oeient of m, and mk for substrating 1 from the k
th
oeient of m, et. Also
denote cm,n = 〈
∏d
i,j=1ψ
mi
i ψ˙
nj
j 〉. Then we have the losed system for the cm,n with [m]+ [n] onstant
(brakets stand for the size of the multi-oeient):
dcm,n
dt
=
∑
k
mkcmk,nk −
∑
k
Enkcmk,nk
+
∑
k
∑
p,q
nk(nk−1)
2 τ
−2Ckp,kqcmp,q,nk,k +
∑
k 6=l
∑
p,q
nknlτ
−2Ckp,lqcmp,q ,nk,l (62)
The idea whih permits to ompute the growth rate of |~ψ|2N for N ∈ N is that it should be given
by the topmost eigenvalue (Lyapunov exponent) of (62) onsidered as a system of linear dierential
equations on cm,n for
∑
mi +
∑
ni = 2N . The system in question is linear (in the cm,n) with
onstant oeients (i.e. independent of t), so it has an assoiated matrix, and what we need is the
top eigenvalue of this matrix. In general this eigenvalue should be the exponential growth rate of
|~ψ|2N .
D.2 Simplied version in 2D
In the two-dimensional ase a somewhat simpler formulation of the above may be given. Let us
introdue ψ = et/2τ r, ψ˙ = dψ/dt and their onjugates ψ¯ and ˙¯ψ. Reall (40):
−d
2ψ
dt2
+ V ψ = Eψ
Furthermore, denoting
cnk,l = 〈ψkψ˙n−kψ¯l ˙¯ψn−l〉
the equivalent of the system (62) is
dcnk,l
dt
= kcnk−1,l −E(n − k)cnk+1,l + lcnk,l−1 − E(n− l)cnk,l+1
+ (n−k)(n−k−1)2 (βL − βN )cnk+2,l + (n−l)(n−l−1)2 (βL − βN )cnk,l+2
+ (n− k)(n − l)(βL + βN )cnk+1,l+1
This system has been derived in [11℄ for similar purposes as here, in the framework of the Anderson
loalization problem.
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Figure 2: Adimensionalized Lyapunov exponent in funtion of Stokes number for dierent values of ℘.
We see perfet agreement between theory (solid lines only, i.e. those with the empty boxes) and numeris
(boxes, solid or empty) for ℘ = −1/2 and ℘ = 3/2.
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onje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in our paper as formula (57), for ℘ < 1/2. A zoom (not represented) on the urves for very small St is
not inompatible with the predition (aording to the divergent asymptoti expansion in [9℄) that all
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urves should vanish at St = 0, but quality of our data in that range is
too poor.
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ollapse of numeri urves for ℘ > 1/2, 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ting (59)
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Figure 5: Real part of adimensionalized Lyapunov exponent in funtion of Stokes number for dierent
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t agreement between theory (solid lines) and numeri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